Take Charge of Your Business Data

Data is everywhere. The volume, variety and velocity of business data collected today is increasing at an exponential rate. Is your business ready to truly leverage your data in meaningful ways?

Whether you’re just getting started or looking to expand your data and analytics solutions, our more than 30 years of experience in data architecture and custom analytics allows us to understand and solve your complex business challenges, and help you choose and deploy the right tool or platform to meet those business needs.

Talent-Driven Data & Analytics Solutions

DATA MANAGEMENT
Build a strong foundation for your data, for a secure and easily navigable environment.

BIG DATA SOLUTIONS
Sift through massive stores of data to provide predictive analytics that enable enhanced customer experiences and refined internal operations.

SELF-SERVICE BI
Empower business users to pull actionable insights from all kinds of data sources.
Capabilities and Experience

Tallan provides data services through a variety of different platforms and technologies including:

- Data Warehouse Architecture
- OLAP Cube Development
- ETL Development and Data Migration
- Internet of Things (IoT)
- Machine Learning
- Dimensional Data Modeling
- Master Data Management
- Report and Dashboard Development
- Power BI Design and Development
- Data Science and Predictive Analytics

Client Stories

Business Intelligence Solution

“Moran Towing had worked with Tallan before on a different initiative, so we knew they had the resources and the deep knowledge we needed to build a strong foundation. We have since implemented the recommendations of the roadmap with Tallan. Our Finance and Operations users can now access accurate information and they benefit from dramatically improved performance. Retrieving data used to take hours, now it’s down to a matter of seconds.”

—JOE BAVIELLO, Director of Information Systems
Moran Towing Corporation

Flexible Data Warehouse

Longleaf Solutions engaged with Tallan to design a flexible data warehouse and dimensional data layer to support the BaselineEdge™ business intelligence product and help speed it to market. Tallan designed a robust and flexible operational data store incorporating integrity, attribute, and hierarchical best practices to formulate the Longleaf K-12 performance management data warehouse.

To learn more about our data and analytics solutions or request a demo with our subject matter experts, visit tallan.com/data-analytics or email BI@tallan.com.

Experience Talent-Driven Innovation

Founded in 1985, Tallan provides technology and business process consulting services to enterprise and mid-sized companies, as well as government entities, with a focus on Custom Development, Portals and Collaboration, Business Intelligence, Application Integration, Mobile Platforms, User Experience, Ecommerce, Web Development, and Cloud Services.